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Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-42.3-DVD-x86_64-update_Leap_42.1_cryptlvm@uefi fails in good_buttons seeing a dialog instead which asks for activation of a found cryptlvm partition but the harddisk should be clean.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 0147 (current job)

Expected result

Last good: 0147 (or more recent)

Problem

H1. caching has left over an hdd from a previous run

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:

| Related to openQA Tests - action # 20042: [opensuse][sle][functional] test fa... | Resolved | 26/06/2017 |
| Block by openQA Project - action # 17574: [tools]Add caching/syncing of assets | Resolved | 29/04/2017 29/04/2017 |

History

#1 - 28/03/2017 08:23 am - okurz
- Category changed from Bugs in existing tests to Infrastructure
- Priority changed from Urgent to Normal

20/03/2020

the followup clone https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/378007 passed now so far. But still I assume that is some problem which might happen again and might be related to the caching approach.

#2 - 13/04/2017 11:28 am - favogt

This is due to welcome.pm already pressing next.

Sometimes yast is too slow so that the old screen contents are still there by the time good_buttons waits for the good buttons.
IMO the good_buttons test should be removed in this form. If the feature is really needed, the assert_screen should be moved to welcome.pm

#4 - 21/04/2017 08:15 am - lnussel
- Assignee set to okurz

#5 - 27/04/2017 09:41 am - okurz
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Assignee deleted (okurz)

@favogt and @lnussel it took me quite some time to figure out you apparently did not read the description of the ticket. The reason was already properly stated: H1. caching has left over an hdd from a previous run

That is why there is a dialog popping up to ask for activation of the existing volume. This dialog gets the focus and the buttons look greyed out. comment #2 does not apply and therefore in consequence I don’t see a reason to follow on with the approach mentioned in comment #3

This appeared only once in this scenario. If you have seen it somewhere else please provide some job urls

blocked by #17574

#6 - 27/04/2017 09:41 am - okurz
- Priority changed from Normal to Low

#7 - 27/04/2017 09:41 am - okurz
- Blocked by action #17574: [tools]Add caching/syncing of assets added

#8 - 05/07/2017 09:28 am - okurz
- Related to action #20042: [opensuse][sle][functional] test fails in good_buttons stuck on "activate existing cryptlvm" dialog -> check for release notes button added

#9 - 05/07/2017 09:29 am - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
- Assignee set to okurz

I guess solved by #17574, rest can be followed in #20042